
ISOTOPES  FROM  HELL 

 

 

1. BALLYHOO 

 

Feel no void, peace of men 

Fall into traps of them 

Holding down, hope into 

Rise above falling down 

Feast of grace, calling to 

Moments rise fall into 

Calling daze, wandering to 

Peace of night falling down 

 

Diseases of loving is nothing but everyone hates 

Diseases of loving is nothing but everyone leaving now 

 

Rolling ground, broke in two 

Feel no love follow you 

Panic state, reason clear 

Distant stare place of fear 

Memory serves, in the night 

Flatline plate oversight 

Bastard son, from the ring 

Rise above angels sing 

 

Diseases of loving is nothing but everyone hates 

Diseases of loving is nothing but everyone leaving now 

 

Best to stay, for the fight 

Demons play in their beds 

Walk that line, walk that way 

Angels pass on from that day 

Super sight, from the dawn 

Clouds appear heavy song 

Master calls, loading in 

Peace of night falling down 

 

Diseases of loving is nothing but everyone hates 

Diseases of loving is nothing but everyone leaving now 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2. CATTYWAMPUS 

 

Huevos, it’s calling down to me 

Rolling down another mirror 

Huevos, it’s never hard to see 

Feeling there’s another menace 

Huevos, it beams another view 

Spinning out another tale 

Huevos, she taught me not to see 

Thoughts that never are amazing 

Huevos, they’re falling out of me 

Flowing out of bulging veins 

Huevos, go shrinking out of size 

Tumbling on the ground in anger 

 

The summers come with neighbors 

Stacked upon them evil flowers 

You will find another canvas 

Painting with a brush of mangled 

Man without a sullen mystery 

Hiding with another fist there 

Regiments were once a symbol 

Of the strength a man at arms be 

Fighting with a cloak and dagger 

Set upon a sunny hilltop 

You then paint another picture 

Of this man a tethered cuckold 

 

Huevos, it’s calling down to me 

Writhing on the quesy ground 

Huevos, it’s never hard to see 

Buried in the sticky mud 

Huevos, it beams another view 

Looking for an empty ending 

Huevos, she taught me not to see 

Signs of other desperate acts 

Huevos, they’re falling out of me 

Landing in a scattered pile 

Huevos, go shrinking out of size 

Rising up into the stomach 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3. FARRAGO 

 

You find yourself a nomad and hide 

The walls are wrong 

You find yourself the middle of a sign 

I’ll have you know 

You see the logic there it’s nothing fine 

I haven’t had to stay 

I sleep with all the wallows of the blind 

In heavy stares 

 

Kiss is a right on violate 

 

You seem to be in mind of a race 

Into the sun 

You’ll burn up in a scattered little place 

And melt to one 

Temptations of another heated lie 

Will fall in line 

To satiate the borders of a time 

Without it’s blood 

 

Kiss is a right on violate 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4. GALLIMAUFRY 

 

Can apply I’ll make it 

Shivering I can’t do 

Misery I can’t do 

I see it, I see it 

Hold it down with space now 

Like a rifle Lego 

Hold it at an angle 

I see it, I see it 

Wait until an April 

Close it with a staple 

You will then enable 

I see it, I see it 

 

Taken from the single 

Military madness 

Strategy of empty 

You use it, you use it 

Distance is a weapon 

Arsenal of difference 

Use it on your lovers 

Abuse it, abuse it 

Festered with a compound 

Apothecary madness 

Shameful when you’re laughing 

You like it, you like it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



5. HOKUM 

 

Realize you satellite 

Going down a shining light 

How I know the growing pains will follow me 

I never liked the finest wine 

I never liked a bitter time 

I never sought the darkness of the world like you 

Stay the course you’ll lose your way 

Waking up a different day 

Saving all your woes for me and you 

I never liked your twisted fate 

Upon the world you subjugate 

You’re leaving all your misery to me 

 

Oh shining in the sea 

 

Crystallize the passive air 

Instincts on the rambling dare 

Nothing seems to move you past your patience 

Calling from a sacred cow 

I asked you if you’d seen enough 

Hemorrhage is a word that you don’t favor 

Monochrome is all we see 

Colors gone it had to be 

Nothing ever lasts with you but anger 

Sorrow sets a steely grin 

Summer’s end and summer’s been 

Raise another toast to lovers losing 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



6. INTERROBANG 

 

Worry bout my jellyfish my jellyfish 

It falls apart like cotton 

You must see the Lucifer the Lucifer 

He comes upon the lovers 

Fire upon a flying bee, another night 

I’m crying like a baby 

Humans always falling down falling down 

With sympathy I’m calling 

Pulling out where no one needs a single thing 

A ministry of angels 

Love is not a simple rhyme a jealous rhyme 

A random act of violence 

 

Why in a sound of all the reasoned 

Why in sound of a lonely I’m leaving 

 

Find a knowledge of our dreams 

Find a knowledge in our dreams 

Find a knowledge of our dreams 

 

Worry not my Saturn fish my Saturn fish 

I’m falling down I hold out 

You must see the roses there, the colors there 

The calling down I’m holding 

Find out every hole in me a hole in me 

Haven’t I I’m holding 

Empty walls are coming down are coming down 

To realize their patience 

Wooly mammoths follow me in dreams I see 

In dreams of every color 

Then you like to follow me to follow me 

And run away I’m standing 

 

Why in a sound of all the reasoned 

Why in sound of a lonely I’m leaving 

 

Find a knowledge of our dreams 

Find a knowledge in our dreams 

Find a knowledge of our dreams 

 

 

 

 

 



7. KERFUFFLE 

 

Why don’t you appear as always over me 

Shameless always shame is all I want to be 

Final wait into the darkness of a fall 

Seize a moment in the rest of history 

 

Hold out, hold out I wonder if it’s real 

Cold out, cold out the weather isn’t real 

 

Realize that love is decent 

Realize we have indecent 

Real life we fall in deeper 

Realign into the recent 

Golden night a sullen reason 

Coming to a call of anger 

Realize the night of passion 

Calling from a tree of reason 

 

Why don’t you express your favor into me 

Liberty is nothing without honesty 

Shaving time from other’s wills is overdue 

Making sense of any love is hard to do 

 

Hold out, hold out I wonder if it’s real 

Cold out, cold out the weather isn’t real 

 

Realize that love is decent 

Realize we have indecent 

Real life we fall in deeper 

Realign into the recent 

Golden night a sullen reason 

Coming to a call of anger 

Realize the night of passion 

Calling from a tree of reason 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



8. LOUCHE 

 

Going to town I’m going down deeper 

Shake it big I’m going down deeper deeper 

Hear my sound I’m going down deeper 

Keep me around I’m going down deeper deeper 

 

I send another vile to you in this way 

You love it when I choke you in this crazy way 

The screams of bliss are rising when I come this way 

A mask of interruption teases you today 

 

Going to cut you I’m bleeding much deeper 

Tie your arms down I’m going down deeper deeper 

Hear your cries I’m going down deeper 

Feel your thighs shake I’m going down deeper deeper 

 

I come to lie to you in ways you’ve never known 

You don’t believe a word but that’s what makes it wrong 

The needs of lust are changing nightly in a storm 

You always want what you don’t want it if it’s gone 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



9. MALARKEY 

 

Strangers calling names 

I want to believe in your comedy 

Stranger’s gorey games 

I want to accept your apology 

Strangers violate 

I want you to stop here and bother me 

Strangers go insane 

The beast with his hemlock is coming soon 

 

I believe that every mortal man can see it there 

I contest the rival wings of harpies in the air 

Culpability is something that I do accept 

And transgressions of a fallen man have met the test 

 

Strangers playing tunes 

I hear them inside of an empty shell 

Strangers followed me 

They wandered from points of a distant land 

Strangers talk to him 

His life wasn’t right from the start of it 

Strangers enter in 

The meaning is tethered in anarchy 

 

I believe that every mortal man can see it there 

I contest the rival wings of harpies in the air 

Culpability is something that I do accept 

And transgressions of a fallen man have met the test 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



10. POLTROON 

 

Instrumental 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



11. SKEDADDLE 

 

Ray of light you follow another condition 

Ray of light you follow another conviction 

 

Signal the end I can’t even see it 

The darkness has come you don’t even mean it 

Trusted your love I can’t even see it leaving 

 

What is gone I cannot imagine 

Take your thorns and leave me the roses 

Find your stakes a balance of nuance to pleasure 

 

Dirty games have entered your playbook 

Stay the same was never intention 

It remains the grind of contention, save us 

 

Do not leave two lovers unfinished 

Cries of hope from someone diminished 

Cries of life from someone who’s asking for favors 

 

Ray of light you follow another condition 

Ray of light you follow another conviction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



12. TERMAGANT 

 

With the sound of messages calling down 

With the reason for 

 

Get away all you sinners 

Get you wallow while you wait 

Get away all you sinners 

Get you wallow while you wait 

Share a light all you winners 

You might call it quits 

Get away all you sinners 

Get away all your pain 

 

With the sound of messages calling down 

With the reason for 

 

Get away all you sinners 

Get you wallow while you wait 

Get away all you sinners 

Get you wallow while you wait 

Share a light all you winners 

You might call it quits 

Get away all you sinners 

Get away all your pain 

 

With the sound of messages calling down 

With the reason for 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



13. WIDDERSHINS 

 

Taking all the wisdom 

Turn it right around and set it free 

Shaking all the numbers 

Throw them back together in a theory 

Reservation nation 

All that we expect our home to be 

Never see another  

Never see another stolen love 

 

Beautiful erosion 

Taking all the sediment to sea 

Stifle all the evenings 

Watching all the stars collect in veins 

Shadows in the footsteps 

Shadows in the morning calling me 

Holding on to ribbons 

Highways leading nowhere from this place 

 

Shutting eyes not restful 

Islands in a moment have survived 

Gripping all your shoulders 

Turning round the dry in the rain 

Devastating anger 

Devastating hold over me 

Then I see you leaving 

Then I see you coming back to me 


